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About This Game

Welcome to helm! Steam and Metal — scroll shooter in the steampunk world. Hordes of steam enemies and huge bosses are
waiting to be destroyed. Spectacular levels of handcrafted pixels waiting for someone to pass through them. Scoundrels have

killed the professor and stolen his blueprints. Only his brave daughter in an experimental steamdriven aircraft is able to avenge
her father's death. When there are too many enemies — just shoot 'em all up!
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not worth 5\u20ac i would say 2\u20ac. This game needs improvements but for the price point, its worth it! the traps are
extremely fun to use against the zombies and there are different types of zombies to fight. The upgrade system in the game
requires strategy because you get 1 upgrade point for your character at the end of each wave you complete. Some upgrades
require 2 points and each trap and gun have there own damage upgrades as well.

If you are looking to get a fun and casual zombie survival game thats wave based, i highly recommend it. the devs are also
adding coop to the game in the future and im looking foward to future updates to the game.. Every bit as action-packed as
ARMED SEVEN and SATAZIUS. Optimized right off the bat: I went from controller to mouse and keyboard seamlessly, as the
controls are exceptionally intuitive. There's this Castlevania element to it, too, that I really liked.

It's just a really solid game. Can't praise it enough.. Is this game plastic? No, I dont need that. Just take that out.. it so difficult.
just like dark souls. Wowee! They weren't kidding when they called this a sneaking suit, it's so sneaky that you can't even find
it! Totally recommended!

Edit: Found it! They updated the game recently so now it's finally available to develop.. I bought Insane 2, because I loved
playing Insane 1, which an amazing game. The game is harder to play, so less enjoyable. With Insane 1, I was able to move up
levels and more fun play....

. The Samurai Pack, for the inner weeb in you.. LAAAAAAAAAAAAGGGGGG lag and more lag if it isn't fixed it is
unplayable atm
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Definitely much better game than the earlier cossacks, seems better polished.

Gameplay is a bit slow, but I was enjoying it more or less until it crashed.... overall it's a good music game for relax.. i like it :). 
\/r\/ niceguy and the pyro unmasked. Welcome to the first of all the Creeper World games, An addicting, Fun, And
really time consuming series, What can i say about this series apart from it being fun and awesome? I would do one of
those really long messages explaining everything everything that's awesome about this, But I won't, Because I have to
play.. PS3 has Journey, PC has that piece of crappy program.. Doesnt work for Rift Users, dont fall for it , do not buy
it on Steam Store, patch still isn't out or fixed it at all :/

[UPDATED]

Since the games major update for Rift and touch support i have happily been playing!, all works perfectly, can see
what the vive users have been saying aha this is an absolute realistic and amazing tool , one of the most engaging
experiences on VR Yet!, very keen to see where it heads. :P. Delightful VR experience!
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